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INTRODUCTION
 .A lot of co homological information on modules over a commutative
ring R is encoded in terms of composition products of various Ext and Tor
modules. Two main difficulties in using this information are that the
resulting algebra and module structures are seldom finite, and the prod-
ucts are almost never commutative. One significant exception occurs when
 .  4R s Qr x for a Koszul-regular set x s x , . . . , x in a commutative ring1 c
Q; we think of Q as a deformation of R over a regular base.
w xIndeed, Gulliksen 8 then constructs a set of commuting operators
 4 U  .X , . . . , X acting on Ext M, N by increasing degrees by 2 and on1 c R
R  .Tor# M, N by decreasing degrees by 2, making Ext and Tor graded
w xmodules over a polynomial ring S s R X , . . . , X with variables of1 c
n  .cohomological degree 2. He proves that if Ext M, N is noetherian overQ
Q for each n and vanishes for n c 0, then the graded S-module
U  .Ext M, N is noetherian. This partly overcomes the first obstacle re-R
ferred to above.
w xUnder more restrictive conditions on Q and x, Mehta 9 interprets
Gulliksen's operators as composition products: this makes the second
U  . U  .difficulty manageable, as the actions of Ext M, M and Ext N, N onR R
U  .Ext M, N are ``essentially central.''R
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These results have provided the basis for extensive studies of the
 .co homological properties of modules over local complete intersections by
w xEisenbud 7 , and of more general classes of modules of infinite projective
w xdimension by Avramov 1 .
 .Each of the papers quoted above also uses alternative construction s of
cohomology operators. It has been repeatedly stated in the literature that
they yield the same result, but a close inspection of the arguments
supporting such claims has revealed serious defects. On the other hand, no
single approach seems to give all the essential properties of the cohomol-
w xogy operators which have been extensively used in 4 .
In an attempt to provide complete proofs for the coincidence of the
various operators, we were led to two new constructions. Both of them
 .come from viewing R-modules as DG s differential graded modules
over the Koszul complex K resolving R over Q, and our arguments make
a full-fledged use of techniques of DG homological algebra, summarized in
Section 1. As a bonus, we construct the operators and establish their main
properties directly for complexes of R-modules.
We first introduce operators a la Gulliksen, as connecting homomor-Á
phisms. Unlike previous approaches, both module arguments are involved
from the start. This is important in proving that ``left'' and ``right'' versions
of earlier operators agree}at least up to sign}which suffices for the
w xapplications in 7, 1 .
On our second approach we produce cohomology operators from chain-
level maps, as did Eisenbud. However, our chain endomorphisms arise not
from lifting the differential of a complex of R-modules, but from descend-
ing the differential of a DG K-module.
These constructions are presented in Section 2. They are used in Section
3 to provide direct proofs of many formal properties of the cohomology
operators, in particular, of their centrality. Section 4 compares our ap-
proach to earlier ones, filling in gaps and correcting misconceptions
concerning the relations between the various operators. Trying to avoid
further inaccuracies, we include sufficient detail for most of the essential
computations.
In Section 5, we note that some of the existing proofs of the noetherian
U  .nature of Ext M, N over the ring of cohomology operators carry over toR
complexes, and establish a new property of these operators}their primi-
ti¨ ity. When k is the residue field of R, for certain finite R-modules M we
U  .prove that Ext M, k is a finite graded module over the subalgebra ofR
U  .Ext k, k generated by the central and primitive elements of degree 2,R
even though R itself may not have a deformation. This result plays a key
w xrole in the investigation of finite CI-dimension in the recent paper 4 .
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1. BACKGROUND
This section contains a synopsis of DG homological algebra, taken from
w x3 . All modules in sight are defined over a fixed commutative ring I- ,
which is usually suppressed from the notation. In particular, m stands for
m and Hom for Hom .I-I-
1.1. Complexes and DG Modules. Differentials have degree y1 and are
ubiquitously denoted ­ . The notation m g M means that m is a homoge-
< < w xneous element of M; we denote its degree by m . If m is a cycle, then m
 . his its homology class. The functor forgetful of differentials is denoted ] .
 .Let M and N be complexes. The complex Hom M, N has dth compo-
 .  .  . <g <nent  Hom M , N , and differential ­ g s ­ (g y y1 g (­ . Aig Z i iqd
 .  . <g <chain map g is a cycle in Hom M, N , so that ­ (g s y1 g (­ . A chain
map of degree 0 is called a morphism, and a quasi-isomorphism if it
induces an isomorphism in homology; the latter is indicated by the appear-
ance of the symbol of , next to its arrow. The complex M m N has dth
 .  .  .component @ M m N and differential ­ m m n s ­ m m n qi i dyi
 . < m <  .y1 m m ­ n .
A commutative DG algebra A is a complex together with a morphism
A m A ª A denoted by juxtaposition which has the usual associativity and
 . < a < < b < 2unit properties, and satisfies ab s y1 ba for all a, b g A and a s 0
< <when a is odd. An A-module is a complex M, together with a morphism
A m M ª M, satisfying the usual conditions. If A s 0 for i / 0 then ai
DG A-module is simply a complex of modules over the ring A , and we0
call it accordingly.
 .  .For A-modules M and N, the subcomplex Hom M, N of Hom M, NA
 .  . <g < < a <  .consists of those g for which g am s y1 ag m for all a g A and
 . .   ..  . <g < < a <  .m g M; it is an A-module with ag m s a g m s y1 g am .
Dually, M m N is the quotient of M m N by the subcomplex generatedA
 .  . < a < < m <  . < 4by am m n y y1 m m an a g A, m g M, n g N ; it is an A-
 .  .  . < a < < m <  .module, with a m m n s am m n s y1 m m an .
 .1.2. Resolutions. An A-module P is DG-projecti¨ e if Hom P, ]A
transforms surjective quasi-isomorphisms into surjective quasi-isomor-
 .phisms. This is equivalent to the property that Hom P, ] preserves allA
quasi-isomorphisms and the graded Ah-module Ph is projective. In that
 .case P m ] preserves quasi-isomorphisms.A
 .An A-module I is DG-injecti¨ e if Hom ], I transforms injectiveA
quasi-isomorphisms into surjective quasi-isomorphisms. This is equivalent
 .to the properties that Hom ], I preserves quasi-isomorphisms and theA
graded Ah-module Ih is injective.
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 . hA bounded below respectively, above A-module M such that M is
 . h projective respectively, injective over A is DG-projective respectively,
.DG-injective .
Let X be an arbitrary A-module. There exists a quasi-isomorphism
,
P ª X from a DG-projective module P; any such morphism is called a
DG-projecti¨ e resolution of X. Dually, X has a DG-injecti¨ e resolution, that
,
is, a quasi-isomorphism X ª I with I DG-injective. For each X we fix a
,A A XDG-projecti¨ e resolution « : P ª X and a DG-injecti¨ e resolution h :X X A
, XX ª I .A
Let w : AX ª A be a homomorphism of DG algebras, let M and N
be A-modules, and let M X and N X be AX-modules. A w-contra¨ariant
X   X . .homomorphism n : N ª N is a I- -linear map such that n w a n s
 . <n < < aX < X  . X Xy1 an n for all a g A and all n g N. A w-co¨ariant homo-
X  X X.morphism m: M ª M is a I- -linear map such that m a m s
 . < aX < < m <  X.  X. X X X Xy1 w a m m for all a g A and all m g M . In other words, n and
m are homomorphisms of AX-modules for the structures induced on N and
M through w.
For w, m, n , as above, and a w-covariant chain map l: LX ª L, by
Subsection 1.2 there exist unique up to homotopy w-equivariant chain
maps l? , m ? , n , such that the squares?
? m ?X Xl n XA A A A6 6 6
X XP P P P N NL L M M
66 66 66
,, ,, ,,
nm Xl ?X X NN6 6 6
XLL MM II AA
commute up to homotopy. They induce a w-contravariant chain map
Hom m ?, n : Hom P A , I N ª Hom X P AXX , I N XX , .  .  .w ? A M A A M A
< < < < < <.m g q n ?g ¬ y1 n gm . ?
and a w-covariant chain map
l?m m ?: P AXX m X P AXX ª P A m P A ,L M L Mw A A
< < < X <m pX X X X? ?p m q ¬ y1 l p m m q .  .  .
both of which are unique up to homotopy.
1.3. Deri¨ ed Functors. With the resolutions chosen in Subsection 1.2,
U  .  A N . A .  A A.set Ext M, N s H Hom P , I and Tor# L, M s H P m P .A A M A L MA
The morphisms from Subsection 1.2 uniquely define homomorphisms of
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graded I- -modules
ExtU m , n : ExtU M , N ª ExtUX M X , N X .  .  .w A A
and
Tor#w l, m : Tor#A
X
LX , M X ª Tor A# L, M .  .  .
which make ExtU and Tor# functors of three arguments. If w, l, m, n , are
U  . w  .quasi-isomorphisms, then Ext m, n and Tor# l, m are isomorphisms.w
 .When A s A is a ring, the construction yields the usual hyper co ho-0
mology of complexes. By further specialization to modules M s M and0
N s N , it produces the classical deri¨ ed functors of Hom and m .0 A A
U  . U  .Let g g Ext M, N and d g Ext L, M be represented by chainA A
A N Ä A Mmaps g : P ª I and d : P ª I . By Subsection 1.2, choose unique upÄ M A L A
to homotopy chain maps g ?: P A ª P A and d ?: P A ª P A such thatM N L M
N A ? Ä M A ?g s h (« (g and d s h (« (d .Ä A N A M
The composition product is the degree 0 homomorphism of graded
I- -modules
ExtU M , N m ExtU L, M ª ExtU L, N , .  .  .A A A
w ?xg m d ¬ g ? d s g (d .Ä
If t is the homology class of a cycle  e m f g P A m P A, thenk k k L MA A
ExtU M , N m Tor#A L, M ª Tor A# L, N , .  .  .A
< < < <g e ?kg m t ¬ g ? t s y1 e m g f .  . k kA
k
defines a degree 0 homomorphism of graded I- -modules.
Similarly, if u is the homology class of  e m g g P A m P A, thenk k k L NA A
ExtU L, M m Tor A# L, N ª Tor A# M , N , .  .  .A
?d m u ¬ d ? u s d e m g . k kA
k
is a degree 0 homomorphism of graded I- -modules.
These pairings are associative, and so define a structure of graded
U  .I- -algebra on Ext M, M with the unit given by the class of the mapA
M A A M U  . U  .h (« : P ª I ; they make Ext M, N into a graded left Ext N, N -,A M M A A A
U  . A .right Ext M, M -bimodule, while Tor# L, M becomes a graded leftA
U  . U  .Ext L, L -, left Ext M, M -bimodule.A A
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2. CONSTRUCTION
We start by describing the setup for much of the discussion in this
paper.
 42.1. Koszul Regularity. Let x s x , . . . , x be a set of elements in Q,1 c
 .a s x the ideal it generates, and R s Qra the quotient ring. We denote
 . hby K the Koszul complex K x, Q ; thus, K is the exterior algebra on a
< <  .free Q-module with basis j , . . . , j with j s 1, and ­ j s x for 1 F1 c j j j
j F c. We denote A the kernel of the canonical augmentation k : K ª
 .H K s R.0
 .We assume that x is Koszul-regular, that is, that H K s 0 for i / 0;i
equivalently, k is a quasi-isomorphism. The cotangent module C s ara 2 is
2then free over R on x, where x s x q a , and for each R-module M andj j
each i g Z there are isomorphisms
Ext i R , M , H Hom K , M s Hom K , M .  .  .Q yi Q Q i
i
( Hom C , R m M .H R R
and
i
QTor R , M , H K m M s K m M ( C m M . . H /i i iQ Q R
U U  . k  .The canonical isomorphisms k s Ext M, N and k# s Tor# L, Mk
are computed as follows. For each R-module X, factor its DG resolutions
over K as
 . ?  K . ?  X . ?  . ?id « h idX X K XK K K X6 6 6 6XP P rA P X 0 : A I . . IX X X KK
 .Note that the intermediate complexes of R-modules are respectively
 K . ?DG-projective and DG-injective, and that the induced maps « andX
 X . R  K . ? X  X .h are quasi-isomorphisms. Then choose « s « and h s hK ? X X R K ?
as the DG resolutions of X over R.
2.2. Fundamental Sequences. We consider for each j the DG subalge-
Ãw xbra K j ; K generated over K s Q by j , . . . , j , . . . , j , and the multi-0 1 j c
plication map
b : K m K ª K with b b m c s bc. .j jK w j x
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PROPOSITION. Let L, M, N, be K-modules.
 . < M < Ma The canonical inclusion b and the degree one map a definedN Nj j
by
< <g
g ¬ m ¬ y1 g j m y j g m .  . . /j j
yield an exact sequence of chain maps
< M < Mb aN Nj j6 6
0 ª Hom M , N Hom M , N Hom M , N .  .  .K K w j x K
< M h h hin which a is surjecti¨ e if M is projecti¨ e or N is injecti¨ e o¨er K .Nj
 . < <b The canonical projection b and the degree one map aL M L Mj j
defined by
< <ll m m ¬ y1 l m j m y j l m m .  .  .j jK K w j x K w j x
yield an exact sequence of chain maps
< <a bLM LMj j6 6
L m M L m M L m M ª 0K K w j x K
< h h hin which a is injecti¨ e if L or M is flat o¨er K .L Mj
w xProof. To simplify notation, we set A s K j and j s j .j
A direct computation yields equalities
Ker b s K m K 1 m j y j m 1 s 0: 1 m j y j m 1 . .  .  . /j KmKA A A A AA
Thus, left multiplication by 1 m j y j m 1 on K m K defines a de-A A A
gree 1 homomorphism of graded K m K-modulesA
a : K ª K m K given by a ¬ 1 m j a y j m a .j A A A
which fits into a fundamental exact sequence
a bj j
0 ª K ª K m K ª K ª 0.A
 . . .More verifications show that the action b m c g m sA
 . < c < <g <  .  .y1 bg cm gives Hom M, N a structure of K m K-module, andA A
 . .  . < c < < l <that the action b m c l m m s y1 bl m cm produces such aA A A
structure for L m M. Furthermore, if X is a K m K-module and KA A
 .  .acts on X m M by a x m m s ax m m, then there is a canonicalK
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isomorphism
Hom X , Hom M , N ( Hom X m M , N . .  .KmK . A K KA
 .  . ..given by g ¬ x m m ¬ g x m , and a canonical isomorphismK
L m M m X ( L m X m M .  .A KmK . K KA
 .  . < m < < x <  .given by l m m m x ¬ y1 l m x m m . To obtain the exact se-
 .   ..quence in a , apply the functor Hom ], Hom M, N to the fun-KmK . AA
< M   ..damental exact sequence, and set a s Hom a , Hom M, N . For theNj j
 .  .sequence in b , apply L m M m y to the fundamental se-A KmK .A
<  .quence, and set a s L m M m a . Finally, use the isomorphismsL Mj j
above with X s K to identify the outer terms.
 .The first isomorphism shows that the sequence in a can be obtained in
two stages. The first is an application of ym M to the fundamentalK
exact sequence, with the K-module structure on K m K given byA
 .  . < a < < b <  . ha b m c s y1 b m ac . The map b is then split by a ¬ 1 m a, soj
we get an exact sequence of K-modules
< <a bK M K Mj j6 6
0 ª M K m M M ª 0.A
< M h h hThus, a is surjective if N is injective or M is projective over K .Nj
< h hA similar argument proves the injectivity of a if L or M is flatL Mjhover K .
 42.3. Cohomology Operators. Let x s x , . . . , x ; Q be a Koszul-regu-1 c
lar set. Let L, M, N, be complexes of R-modules. We view them as
K-modules via k and introduce shorthand notation for their resolutions
over K
U s P K , V s P K , Y s I N .L M K
Then we choose as in Subsection 2.1 resolutions over R
E s UrAU s P R , F s VrAV s P R , J s 0 : A s I N , . YL M R
and let « : U ª E, « : V ª F, and hY: J ª Y be the canonical maps.U V
By Subsection 2.2 there are exact sequences of K-modules
<V <Vb aY Yj j6 6
0 ª Hom V , Y Hom V , Y Hom V , Y ª 0 .  .  .K K w j x K
and
< <a bUV UVj j6 6
0 ª U m V U m V U m V ª 0.K K w j x K
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]  .The connecting homomorphisms ­ j of the associated long co homology
exact sequences define operators x by commutativity of the squaresj
( (i i K R6 6 .  .  .  .Ext M , N Ext M , N Tor L, M Tor L, MR K i i
66 66
x x] ]­ j ­ jj j
( (iq2iq2 RK6 6 . .  . .Ext M , NExt M , N Tor L, MTor L, MKR iy2iy2
U  . k  .where the isomorphisms are the maps Ext M, N and Tor# L, M in-k
duced by
, YHom F , J ª Hom V , Y with g ¬ h (g (« .  .R K V
and
,
U m V ª E m F with u m ¨ ¬ « u m « ¨ . .  .U VK R K R
 .cWe call x s x the family of cohomology operators defined by x.j 1
For another construction of cohomology operators we study
2.4. DG-Projecti¨ es. Let P be a DG-projective K-module.
The projectivity of Ph over Kh, cf. Subsection 1.2, implies that ofh h h hP s P rK P over Q, hence the epimorphism P ª P is split by aq
homomorphism s of graded Q-modules. The degree zero homomorphismh h  . h  .of K -modules p : K m Im s ª P given by p a m p s ap inducesQ
 .an isomorphism p m Q, so Coker p s 0. Thus, we have an exacthK
sequence of graded Kh-modules
ph h0 ª Ker p ª K m Im s ª P ª 0 .Q
which splits because Ph is projective. In the exact sequence obtained by
 .applying ym Q the map p m Q is bijective, hence Ker p m Q s 0.h h hK K Kh  . h  .Due to the nilpotency of the ideal K s j , . . . , j K , we have Ker p sq 1 c
0, hence p is bijective.
 4  4For h , . . . , h s H : Z s 1, . . . , c with h - ??? - h , set j s1 i 1 i H
 :j n ??? nj gK. Each ¨ gP can be written in the form ¨ s j ¨ Hh h H : Z H1 i
 :  .with uniquely defined ¨ g Im s , so for each H : Z we have aH
Q-linear endomorphism
< <H  :­ : Im s ª Im s with ­ p s y1 ­ p .  .  .  . HH H
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 < < . 2 .of degree y H y 1 . The equation ­ p s 0 then yields
c
2­ p s x ­ p ; 2.4.1 .  .  .B j j
js1
­ ­ p ' ­ ­ p mod a Im s for j s 1, . . . , c. 2.4.2 .  .  .  .B j j B
 .  .Note that D s R m P , Im s ra Im s s PrA P is a complex ofK
 .  .projective R-modules with differential ­ 1 m p s 1 m ­ p , that theB
maps
t D : D ª D given by 1 m p ¬ 1 m ­ p for j s 1, . . . , c .j j
D  D.care degree y2 chain endomorphisms of D, and that the family t s t j 1
is uniquely determined by x. It allows for chain level computations of the
operators.
PROPOSITION. Let L, M, N, be complexes of R-modules, and let « R:L
E ª L, « R : F ª M, h M: M ª I, be their DG resolutions o¨er R describedM R
in Subsection 2.3.
If t E, . . . , t E: E ª E and t F, . . . , t F: F ª F are families of chain endo-1 c 1 c
morphisms determined by x, then for j s 1, . . . , c there are equalities
x s H Hom t F , J : ExtU M , N ª ExtU M , N ; .  . .j R j R R
x s H t E m F : Tor R# L, M ª Tor R# L, M ; .  . .j j R
x s yH E m t F : Tor R# L, M ª Tor R# L, M . .  . .j jR
Proof. Along with the chosen in Subsection 2.3 DG-projective resolu-
tions V and F of M over K and R, we consider the complex of R-modules
w x w xh h hF j s R m V. Identifying F j with F m j F , we see that its differ-jK w j x
ential is given by
­ f X q j f Y s ­ f X y j t F f X q ­ f Y for f X , f Y g F . .  .  . .  .j j j
Due to Subsection 2.2 we have a commutative diagram of chain maps with
exact rows
<b<a K VjK Vj 66 6 6
0 V K m V V 0K w j x
6
6
6
2.4.3 .
, , ,È< <a bÈ RF RFj j6 6 6 6w xF0 F j F 0
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where the middle vertical arrow is k m V and the maps in the bottomK w j x
È X Y X<  . <  .row are a f s j f and b f q j f s f .È R F R Fj j j j
 .  .Apply Hom ], Y to 2.4.3 . As Y is DG-injective over K, this functorK
is exact. Furthermore, on complexes of R-modules it reduces to
 .Hom ], J , so we get a commutative diagram with exact rowsR
<V <Vb aY Yj j6 6 6 6
 .  .  .0 Hom V , Y Hom V , Y Hom V , Y 0K w j xK K6 6 6
, , ,
F FÈ < <b aÈJ Jj j6 6 6 6
 .  w x .  .Hom F , J0 Hom F j , J Hom F , J 0R R R
È F X Y X F<  . .  . <  . .and chain maps b g f q j f s g f and a g f sÄ Ä È ÄJ Jj j j
 . <g <  . U  .y1 g j f . Its commutativity shows that the operator x on Ext M, NÄ j j R
]Ècan be computed by the connecting homomorphism ­ j of the lower row. A
direct computation shows that if g is the class of a chain map g : F ª J,Ä
] F FÈ  . w x  .  . .then ­ j g s g (t . In other words, x g s H Hom t , J g .Ä j j R j
Similar considerations applied to the DG-projective resolutions U and E
of L over K and R produce a commutative diagram of chain maps with
exact rows complex
Ç< <a bÇ ER ERj j6 6 6 6w x0 E E j E 06 66 2.4.4 .( ((
< <a bUK UKj j6 6 6 6
U0 U m K U 0K w j x
w xwith E j s E m R. In it the middle quasi-isomorphism is U m k ,K w j x K w j x
Ç X Y X<  . <  .and the maps in the top row are a e s yj e and b e q j e s e .Ç ER ERj j j j
 .  .  .  .Applying ym V to 2.4.4 and U m ] to 2.4.2 , we arrive at theK K
diagram
< Ça <Ç EF bj EFj6 66 6w x0 E m F E j m F E m F 0R R R6 66
, ,,
< <a bUV UVj j6 6 6 6
U m V0 U m V U m V 0R K w j x R
6 6 6
, , ,
È< <a bÈ EF EFj j6 6 6 6
w xE m F0 E m F j E m F 0R R R
which is commutative with exact rows. By the bottom portion, xj
R ]Ç .on Tor# L, M is the connecting homomorphism ­ j of a short exact
<  .  . < e <  .sequence of complexes in which a e m f s y1 e m j f andÈ EFj j
X Y X ]È Ç<   .. w x.b e m f q j f s e m f . An easy calculation yields ­ j  e m fEFj i k k k
w F .x  F .s y  e m t f , hence x s yH F m t .k k j k j jR
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R  .The top part shows that the action of x on Tor# L, M is also given byj
] <  .the connecting homomorphism ­ j of an exact sequence a e m f sÇ EFj
X Y X ]Ç . <  . . w x.y j e m f , and b e q j e m f s e m f. This time, ­ j  e m fEFj j j k k k
Ew  . xs  t e m f .k j k k
COROLLARY. If h M: M ª I is a DG-injecti¨ e resolution o¨er R andR
w M R x 0  .  . w M T F x 2 1 s h (« g Ext M, M , then x 1 s h (« (t g Ext M,M R M R j M R M j R
.M for j s 1, . . . , c.
An alternative approach to operators in cohomology is obtained by using
2.5. DG-injecti¨ es. In addition to the assumptions and notation of
 U4  h .Subsections 2.1 and 2.3, let j be the Q-basis of Hom K , Q dualH H : Z Q
 4 h h  h .to the basis j of K . The action of K on Hom K , Q isH H : Z Q
U U  . ry1 Udescribed by j j s 0 if j f H, and j j s y1 j if j s h , wherej H j H H _ j r
 4H s h , . . . , h and h - ??? - h .1 i 1 i
Let I be a DG-injective K-module.
 h . hThe graded module I s 0 : K is then injective over Q, due to theq I
injectivity of Ih over Kh, cf. Subsection 1.2. Let r be a Q-linear splitting of
h  . .  . < y < < a <  . h hI : I , and set i y a s y1 r ay for y g I and a g K . Therefore,
h  h . hi: I ª Hom K , I is a degree 0 homomorphism of graded K -modules.Q
 .  .hAs Hom Q, i is bijective, we see that Ker i s 0, so i is injective andK
yields an exact sequence of graded Kh-modules
ih h0 ª I ª Hom K , I ª Coker i ª 0. /Q
The sequence splits, due to the injectivity of Ih. Applying to it
 .hHom Q, ] we get an exact sequence whose first map is bijective, soK
 . hhHom Q, Coker i s 0. We remark that if X is a K -module such thatK
 . hhHom Q, X s 0, then the nilpotency of the graded ideal K impliesK q
that X s 0. Thus, Coker i s 0 and i is bijective.
h  h .The map û : K m I ª Hom K , Q m I with a m w ¬QQ Q
 .c < a < U  .y1 aj m w is a bijective degree yc homomorphism of gradedZ
Kh-modules. Thus, y g I has a unique expression of the form y s
 :  : y1  . j y with y g W s i û 1 m I . In particular, for eachH HH : Z H Q
y g I there is a unique w g W such that y s j w. For H : Z we define aZ
 < < .Q-linear degree y H y 1 endomorphism
< <cy H  :­ : I ª I with ­ y s y1 j ­ w . .  . HH H Z
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2 .By a direct computation, the equation ­ w s 0 now yields a congruence
c c
  : :  :   : :   : :­ ­ w ' y x ­ w q j ­ ­ w y ­ ­ w . B B j j B B jj j
js1 js1
 :mod j a ­ w q j W . h , j4j H /
 4 < <h , j :Z H G2
  : :Multiplication with j on the left with j gives j ­ ­ w sB BZ Z Z
c  :yj  x ­ w . Thus,jZ js1 j
c
c2­ y s y1 x ­ y .  .  .B j j
js1
and the congruence above simplifies to
c
  : :   : :j ­ ­ w y ­ ­ w ' 0 . B j j Bj
js1
 :mod j a ­ w q j W . h , j4j H /
 4 < <h , j :Z H G2
Multiplying the new congruence on the left with j for j s 1, . . . , c, weZ _ j
get
c
 :­ ­ y ' ­ ­ y mod a ­ w . .  .  h , j4j B B j  /
hs1
 .  .  .Remark that y is in B s 0 : a s 0 : A if and only if w is in 0 : a ,I I W
and that the restriction of ­ to B is equal to the differential ­ of B.B
 .c BThus, setting ¨ s y1 ­ and denoting ¨ the restriction of ¨ to B, wej j j j
B  B.cobtain a family © s ¨ of chain endomorphisms of degree y2 of thej 1
complex of R-modules B.
PROPOSITION. Let M and N be complexes of R-modules, let F s VrAV
 .and J s 0 : A be their DG resolutions as in Subsection 2.3, and letY
¨ J, . . . , ¨ J: J ª J be the family of chain endomorphisms described abo¨e. For1 c
j s 1, . . . , c there are equalities
x s H Hom F , ¨ J : ExtU M , N ª ExtU M , N . .  . .j R j R R
w x  .Proof. Consider the complex of R-modules J j s Hom R, Y , andK w j x
w xh  . h  . h w xidentify J j with j 0 : a m j 0 : a . The differential of J j isZ W Z _ j W
then given by
j cy1X Y X Y Y :­ j w q j w s ­ j w q y1 ¨ j w q y1 j ­ w .  .  .  . . BZ Z _ j J Z j Z Z _ j
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X Y  . hfor w , w g 0 : a . Thus, from Subsection 2.2 we get a commutativeW
diagram of chain maps
Ç R R< <b aÇJ Jj j6 6 6 6w x0 J J j J 0
6 6
6
, ,,
K K< <b aY Yj j6 6 6 6
 .Y0 Hom K , Y Y 0K w j x
in which the rows are exact, the middle vertical arrow is induced by
 .Hom k , Y and is a quasi-isomorphism because the external two arrowsK w j x
are, and where
jR R X Y YÇ < <b j w s j w and a j w q j w s y1 j w . .  .È  .J Jj Z Z j Z Z _ j Z
The rest of the argument is similar to that for Proposition 2.4.
3. PROPERTIES
We derive the main formal properties of cohomology operators.
3.1. Naturality. Given a commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms
cX 6Q Q
66
X
rr
wX 6 RR
X  X. X X X XXwith a s Ker r generated by a Koszul-regular set x s x , . . . , x ; Q ,1 c
X  X X 4 XXlet x s x , . . . , x be the family of cohomology operators defined by x ,1 c
and let
c
X Xc x s q x with q g Q for 1 F i F c . i i j j i j
js1
 X .  .be equalities resulting from the inclusion c x ; Ker r .
We can now describe the naturality of the cohomology operators.
THEOREM. Let m: M X ª M be a w-co¨ariant chain map.
If l: LX ª L is a w-co¨ariant chain map, then
cX
Xw wx (Tor# l, m s q Tor# l, m ( x for j s 1, . . . , c. .  .j i j i
is1
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X  X .If n : N ª N is a w-contra¨ariant chain map and q s c q , theni j i j
cX
X X U Uq x (Ext m , n s Ext m , n ( x for j s 1, . . . , c. .  . i j i w w j
is1
Proof. This is immediate from Subsection 1.2, Proposition 2.4, and the
following lemma.
X  X X. XLEMMA. Let K be the Koszul complex K x , Q , and let C: K ª K be
 X. cthe homomorphism of DG algebras defined by C j s  q j for 1 Fi js1 i j j
X X X X  X.cXi F c . Let P be a DG-projecti¨ e module o¨er K , and let t s t be thei 1
family of chain endomorphisms of the complex of RX-modules DX s PXrAXPX
defined by xX. Gi¨ en a C-co¨ariant chain map g : PX ª P, let 1 m g :
DX ª D be the induced co¨ariant chain map of complexes o¨er the ring
homomorphism w : RX ª R.
D  . cX  . DXThe chain maps t ( 1 m g and  q 1 m g (t are homotopic.j is1 i j i
wRemark. In view of Proposition 4.2 the lemma is equivalent to 7,
xProposition 1.7 .
 4Proof. In the notation of Subsection 2.4, for each H : Z s 1, . . . , c
 < < < <. Xconsider the degree g y H homomorphisms of graded Q -modules
< <HX X X :g : Im s ª Im s with g y s y1 g y . .  .  .  .  . HH H
By definition, we have
c
X X X­g y ' ­ g y y x g y .  .  .B B j j
js1
c
X X Xq j ­ g y y ­ g y q " x g y .  .  . j B j j B h h , j4 /
js1  4h , j :Z
 .modulo  j P . Due to the C-covariance of g , we get< H < G 2 H
c cX
< <gX X X X X X X X Xg­ y ' g ­ y y j g ­ y y y1 C j g ­ y .  .  .  .  .  . B B j j B i B i
js1 is1
c cX
< <g y1X X X X X Xs g ­ y q j y1 q g ­ y y g ­ y .  .  .  . B B j i j B i j B /
js1 is1
 .  . <g < Xmodulo  j P . Noting that ­g s y1 g­ , and that g induces< H < G 2 H B
the morphism 1 m g : DX ª D, we conclude by comparing the coefficients
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of j thatj
cX
X < <g XD D jt ( 1 m g y q 1 m g (t s ­g y y1 g ­ .  .  .j i j i j j
is1
for j s 1, . . . , c.
X XD c D .  .Thus, g is a homotopy from t ( 1 m g to  q 1 m g (t .j j is1 i j i
 .3.2. Centrality. Cohomology operators anti commute with products:
THEOREM. For j s 1, . . . , c there are equalities
x g ? d s x g ? d s g ? x d g ExtU L, N .  .  .  .j j j R
x g ? t s yx g ? t s yg ? x t g Tor R# L, N .  .  .  .j j j
x d ? u s x d ? u s d ? x u g Tor R# M , N .  .  .  .j j j
U  . U  . R  .whene¨er g g Ext M, N , d g Ext L, M , t g Tor# L, M , u gR R
R  .Tor# L, N .
Proof. In addition to the resolutions F, E, J, described in Subsection
, ,M R2.3, we consider DG resolutions M ª I s I and G s P ª N.R N
Ä w xChoose chain maps g : F ª J and d : E ª I such that g s g andÄ Ä
Ä Äw x  .d s d , cf. Subsection 1.2. Extend g to gg Hom I, J and lift d toÄ Ä? R
Ä? F Ä? .d g Hom E, F . Lemma 3.1 applied to id shows that t (d andR K j
Ä? Ed (t are homotopic, so Proposition 2.4 givesj
F F ? ? EÄ Äx g ? d s g (t ? d s g ( t (d s g ( d (t . Ä Ä Ä /  /j j j j
? EÄs g (d (t s x g ? d . .Ä . j j
w xOn the other hand, by 6, Sect. 7, No. 2 and Proposition 2.4 we have
? ? E EÄ Ä Äx g ? d s x g (d s g (d (t s g (d (t . Ä Ä Ä .  . /j j j ? j
? EÄs g ? d (t s g ? x d . .j j
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With  e m f representing t and g ?: F ª G lifting g , Proposition 2.4Ä Äk k k
yields
Fx g ? t s g (t ? e m f . j j k k
k
 < < . < <g y2 e ? Fks y1 e m g t f ; .  .Ä  . k j k
k
< < < <g e ?kx g ? t s x y1 e m g f .  .  .Äj j k k /
k
< < < <g e G ?ks y y1 e m t g f ; .  . .Ä k j k
k
Fg ? x t s g ? y e m t f .  . .j k j k
k
< < < <g e ? Fks y y1 e m g t e . .  .Ä  . k j k
k
As t G (g ? and g ?(t F are homotopic by Lemma 3.1, we get the secondÄ Äj j
statement.
Finally, if  e m g represents u, then by Proposition 2.4 we havek k k
E ? EÄ Äx d ? u s d (t ? e m g s d (t e m g ; .  .   /j j k k j k k
k k
? F ?Ä Äx d ? u s x d e m g s t (d e m g ; .  .  . .   /j j k k j k k /
k k
E ? EÄd ? x u s d ? t e m g s d (t e m g . .  .  . .   /j j k k j k k
k k
F ? ? EÄ ÄAs t (d and d (t are homotopic, we have the last statement.j j
U  .2.7. Characteristic Homomorphism. Let C s Hom C, R be the dualR
2 U U U  2 .Umodule of C s ara , and let x , . . . , x denote the basis of C s ara1 c
2 2 4dual to the basis x s x q a , . . . , x q a of C.1 c
THEOREM. The unique homomorphism of R-modules
CU ª Ext2 M , M with xU ¬ x 1 for j s 1, . . . , c .  .R j j M
is independent of the choice of the Koszul-regular set x. Its image lies in the
U  .center of Ext M, M , and so it extends canonically to a characteristicR
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homomorphism of graded R-algebras from the symmetric algebra S s
 U .Sym C :R
z : S ª ExtU M , M . .M R
U  .The maps z and z induce on Ext M, N the same S-module struc-M N R
ture,
z xU ? g s x g s g ? z xU for g g ExtU M , N . .  .  .  .N j j M j R
R  .The maps z and z induce on Tor# L, M opposite S-module structures,L M
z xU ? t s x t s yz xU ? t for t g Tor R# L, M . .  .  .  .L j j M j
U  . R  .COROLLARY. On Ext M, N and Tor# L, M there are equalitiesR
x x s x x for 1 F i , j F c.i j j i
Remark. When M is an R-module the characteristic homomorphism
z coincides with one constructed by Mehta, cf. Subsection 4.4; hisM
definition does not seem to generalize to complexes of R-modules. When
w xc s 1, he proves in 9, Proposition 2.3 that the image of z is central andM
w xin 9, Proposition 2.4 that over complete local rings the actions on Tor
 . wcoincide. The theorem extends and corrects some signs of 9, Proposi-
xtion 2.3 .
Proof of the Theorem. Theorem 3.2 yields the formulas for the action of
 U .z x , and the first one of them implies that the image of z is in theM j M
U  .center of Ext M, M .R
X  X.  .Along with x, consider a Koszul-regular set x ; Q such that x s x .
X XAs both x and x are bases of C, the set x also consists of c elements, say
xX , . . . , xX . Let t X F, . . . , t X F be the chain endomorphisms of Subsection 2.41 c 1 c
defined by xX on the chosen DG projective resolution F of M over R.
Writing xX s c q x , and applying Lemma 3.1 to the identity maps of Ki js1 i j j
and of P s P K, we getM
c
X FFt s q t for j s 1, . . . , c.j i j i
is1
 2 .UIt follows that the degree zero R-linear homomorphism ara ª
 . U FHom F, F with x ¬ t for j s 1, . . . , c does not depend on the choiceR j j
of the Koszul-regular set x. In view of the definition of z and CorollaryM
2.4 we have
U M R Fz x s h (« (t s x 1 . .  .M j R M j j M
This establishes the independence of z from the choice of x.M
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4. COMPARISON
This section presents the cohomology operators constructed by Gullik-
w x w x w x w xsen 8 , Eisenbud 7 , Mehta 9 , Avramov 1 , and compares them to the
operators x from Subsection 2.3.j
Throughout this section, r : Q ª R is a surjective homomorphism of
 .commutative rings with Ker r s a generated by a Koszul-regular set
x s x , . . . , x . We consider R-modules L, M, N; as a further adjustment,1 c
we assume that DG-resolutions U, V, Y of L, M, N over K have been
chosen with U s 0 and V s 0 for i - 0, respectively Y s 0 for i ) 0. Thisi i i
w xcan always be done, cf. 3 , and has the effect that the chosen in Subsection
2.3 complexes F s UrAU and E s VrAV are classical projective resolu-
 .tions of the R-modules L and M, while the complex J s 0 : A is aY
classical injective resolution of the R-module N. Finally, recall the identifi-
cations
ExtU M , N s H Hom F , J and Tor R# L, M s H E m F . .  .  .  .R R R
w x4.1. Gulliksen's Construction 8, p. 176 . This starts from short exact
sequences
a
X
b
X
j jw x0 ª E ª E j ª E ª 0
and
a
Y
b
Y
j jw x0 ª F ª F j ª F ª 0,
w x w xwhere E j and F j are as in Subsection 2.4; the maps in the first
X .  . < e < X X Y . Xsequence are given by a e s y1 j e and b e q j e s e ; those inj j j j
the second sequence are defined similarly.
 . 1The preceding sequences yield exact sequences of anti chain maps
 Y .Hom b , NR j 6 w x0ªHom F , N Hom F j , N .  .R R
 Y .Hom a , NR j 6
Hom F , N ª 0 .R
and
a
Xm M b Xm Mj R j R6 6w x0 ª E m M E j m M E m M ª 0R R R
]
Xwhose connecting homomorphisms we denote ­ .j
1 The relations a X­ s ­a X and aY­ s ­aY are opposite to those in Subsection 1.1 forj j j j
degree 1 chain maps.
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Gulliksen defines X for j s 1, . . . , c by commutativity of the squaresj
(i 6 .  .Ext M , N H Hom F , NR yi R
6 6
Xi]X  .y1 ­j j
(iq2 6 .  .Ext M , N H Hom F , NR yiy2 R
(6 R .  .H E m M Tor L, Mi iR
6 6
Xi] . Xy1 ­ jj
(6 R .  .H E m M Tor L, Miy2 iy2R
 N .  R .with isomorphisms H Hom F, h and H E m « .R R MR
PROPOSITION. There are equalities x s X for j s 1, . . . , c.j j
 .  . < f <  .Proof. Set v f s y1 f , and paste 2.4.3 to the commutative dia-
gram
È< <a bÈ RF RFj j6 6 6 6w x0 F F j F 0
6
v
Y Y
a bj j6 6 6 6w xF0 F j F 0
 .along their common row. The diagram induced by applying Hom ], NR
U  .implies the desired assertion for Ext M, N . The argument forR
R  .Tor# L, N is similar.
w x4.2. Eisenbud's Construction 7, Sect. 1 . This begins with a lifting
X ÄX Ä .  .of a complex of free R-modules F , ­ to a pair F , ­ of a graded
ÄX Äfree Q-module F and its endomorphism ­ of degree y1, such that
X Ä X .  .F m R, ­ m R , F , ­ . It is easy to see that liftings always exist.Q Q Ä2 Ä2 c ÄX Ä .ÄFixing one, note that ­ m R s 0, hence ­ s  x t F , ­ for somejs1 j jQÄX Ä c  ..Äfamily t F , ­ of degree y2 endomorphisms of the graded Q-modulej 1
X XÄ Ä Ä .ÄF . As x is a basis of the cotangent module, t F , ­ m R is a chainj QÄX F Xendomorphism of F m R. We denote by t the corresponding degreejQ
y2 chain endomorphism of FX.
For j s 1, . . . , c Eisenbud defined e left by commutativity of the squarej
( Xi 6 .  .Ext M , N H Hom F , NR yi R
6 6
Xleft F .e H Hom t , Nj R j
( Xiq2 6 .  .Ext M , N H Hom F , NR yiy2 R
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and e right by that of the squarej
(X 6 R .  .H L m F Tor L, Mi iR
6 6
XF right .H Lm t eR j j
(X 6 R .  .H L m F Tor L, Miy2 iy2R
,X Xwhere F ª M is a free resolution of the R-module M, q : F ª F is a
 N .comparison of resolutions, and the isomorphisms are H Hom q , h andR R
 R . left R .H « m q . Operators e are similarly defined on Tor L, M , byL j iR ,Xmeans of a free resolution E ª L.
U  . rightPROPOSITION. On Ext M, N there are equalities x s e for j sR j j
1, . . . , c.
R  . left rightOn Tor# L, M there are equalities x s e s ye for j s 1, . . . , c.j j j
w xRemark. This corrects a sign error in 7, Proposition 1.6 , which asserts
that e left s e right. The argument given there may not be used to comparej j
the two maps: it assumes incorrectly that the canonical projections
EX m M ¤ EX m FX ª L m FXR R R
commute with the chain endomorphisms
t E
X m M , t EX m FX q EX m t F X , EX m t F X .j j j jR R R
,
Proof. For an R-free resolution F ª M, pick a homogenous basis
 X4 Xh h hf of the graded R-module F , and let P be a graded K -module onl lg L
 < < < < X <4a basis g g s f . Set v s 0, and assume by induction that al l l lg L - 0
k-covariant morphism v : P s @ Khg ª FX has been con-- h - h < g < - h l - hl
 . X < <structed such that v g s f when g - h, and v is a surjective- h l l l - h
quasi-isomorphism.
< X <  X.  .  X.  .If f s h, then ­ f is a cycle in Im v , hence ­ f s v z forl l - h l - h l
some cycle z g P . Extend the differential from P to P by settingl - h - h F h
 . X  . X­ g s z , and extend v to v : P ª F by v g s f for alll l - h F h F h F h F h l l
< <l with g F h. By the choices made v is a morphism and by thel F h
Five-Lemma it is a quasi-homomorphism onto its image. The induction
Xstep is complete. Now set P s lim P and v s lim v : P ª F .- h - hh h
Clearly, v is a k-covariant surjective morphism, and the induced map
R m P ª FX is an isomorphism of complexes of R-modules. Using theK
 h h h .notation of Subsection 2.4, we see that the pair P rK P , ­ is a lifting ofq B
X  .the complex F . In view of 2.4.1 we can choose ­ , . . . , ­ to be the chain1 c
endomorphisms associated with this lifting. This choice leads to equalities
of Eisenbud's endomorphism with those from Subsection 2.4:
4.2.1 t F
X
s t F
X
for j s 1, . . . , c. . j j
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Lemma 2.5 with w s id and g s q shows that qt F and t F
X
q areR j j
homotopic, hence
H Hom q , h N (H Hom t F
X
, N s H Hom t F , J (H Hom q , h N . .  . .  .R R R j R j R R
 F . rightAs H Hom t , J s x , we see that x s e . The argument for Tor isR j j j j
similar.
w x4.3. A¨ramo¨ 's Construction 1, Sect. 1 . This dualizes that of Eisenbud
described in Subsection 4.2.
Recall that J is the chosen injective resolution of the R-module N.
Ä ÄChoose a graded Q-module J such that the Q-module J is an injectivei
Ä Ä .envelope of the Q-module J for each i. Clearly, Hom R, J ( J. Since Ji Q
Äis a graded injective Q-module, there exists a endomorphism ­ of degree
Ä Ä< w xy1 on J such that ­ s ­ . By 1, Proposition 1.2 there are degree y2J
Ä Ä Ä Ä2 c Ä .  .endomorphisms u J, x : J ª J, which satisfy ­ s  x u J, x , andÄ Äj js1 j j
which restrict to degree y2 chain endomorphisms u J: J ª J.j
right w xThe operators e studied in 1 are defined by commutativity of thej
square
(i 6 .  .Ext M , N H Hom M , JR yi R
6 6
right J .e H Hom M , uj R j
(iq2 6 .  .Ext M , N H Hom M , JR yiy2 R
 R .with isomorphisms H Hom « , J .R M
U  . rightPROPOSITION. On Ext M, N there are equalities x s e for j sR j
1, . . . , c.
Remark. Comparison with Proposition 4.2 shows that e left s e right. Thisj j
w  .x w xis stated in 1, 1.5 , as a consequence of 1, Proposition 1.4 . However,
 N .that proposition is not correct: the morphisms Hom F, h andR R
 R .Hom « , J do not commute with the actions induced by the chainR M
endomorphisms t F and u J.j j
 h .Proof. With the notation of Subsection 2.5, we set Y s 0 : K andq Y
consider the endomorphisms ­ : Y ª Y constructed in Subsection 2.5.H
 .  . < <Because of the equalities J s 0 : a s 0 : A and ­ s ­ s ­ ,J JY Y J B Y
Äthere is an injective homomorphism of graded Q-modules i: J ª Y withÄ
Ä c<i s id and i(­ y ­ ( i s  x h for appropriate degree y1 homo-Ä Ä ÄJ J B js1 j j
Ämorphisms of graded Q-modules h : H ª Y. A direct computation givesj
c c
J J Äx i(u J , x y ¨ ( i s x h (­ q ­ ( h . .Ä Ä Ä  /  /j j j j j B j
js1 js1
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As the Koszul complex is exact, u J is homotopic to ¨ J, yielding the middlej j
equality
e right s H Hom F , u J s H Hom F , ¨ J s x ; .  .j R j R j j
the last one comes from Proposition 2.5
w x4.4. Mehta's Construction 9, Sect. 1 . This proceeds from a presenta-
tion
«
0 ª B ª G ª M ª 00
with a projective Q-module G .0
Q . Q .In view of the isomorphism Tor R, G s 0 and Tor R, M ( C m M,1 0 1
where C s ara 2 is the cotangent module, it induces an exact sequence of
R-modules
i «
X
X XME 0 ª C m M ª B ª G ª M ª 0,0
where ] X s R m ], and C s ara 2 is the cotangent module, cf. Sub-
section 2.1. In the notation introduced there, the homomorphism
X X X .  .i  x m m s 1 m  x m , where m g G satisfy « m s m . Fork k k k k k k 0 k k
each j we get an exact sequence
«
X
XME 0 ª M ª M ª G ª M ª 0,j j 0
as the pushout of E M along xU m M: C m M ª R m M s M, wherej R R
U U Ux , . . . , x is the basis of C dual to x , . . . , x .1 c 1 c
The iterated connecting homomorphisms induced by E M yield opera-j
right U  . left R  .tors d on Ext M, N and d on Tor# L, M studied by Mehta.j R j
Furthermore, the exact sequences E N and E L yield operators d left onj j j
U  . right R  .Ext M, N and d on Tor# L, M .R j
U  . left rightPROPOSITION. On Ext M, N there are equalities x s d s ydR j j j
for 1 F j F c.
R  . left rightOn Tor# L, M there are equalities x s yd s d for 1 F j F c.j j j
 . wRemarks. 1 The last statement corrects a sign error in 9, Proposition
x eft right R  .2.4 , which asserts that d s d on Tor# L, M .j j
 .2 Mehta also considers an analogous exact sequence obtained as
the pullback of an injective corepresentation of M; when c s 1 he proves
that these sequences are congruent with E M, and hence the same coho-j
w xmology operators. His argument in 9, Proposition 2.5 can be extended to
handle the case of arbitrary codimension.
 .Proof. Let G, ­ be a free resolution of M over Q. As x M s 0, forj
each j there is a homotopy s j from x id to 0 . In the diagram ofj G G
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R-modules
Cm­ 01
X
X Xs ­ X1 3 w xs ­ ­0 2 1 «X X X X6 6 6 6 6 .  .C m G [ G C m G [ G G G M 01 3 0 2 1 0
66 6
X pw xCm« 0
X
i «X X6 6 6 660 C m M B G M 00
6 6
Ux mMj
X
«X6 6 6 6 60 M M G M 0j 0
the middle and lower rows are the exact sequences E M and E M above, pj
X  .comes from the canonical factorization of ­ and s  x m g s 1 m1 i k k k
k . s g for i s 0, 1.k i k
The commutativity of the upper left hand square is clear. The one to its
right commutes because ­ s j s x id . Thus, the diagram is commutative.1 0 j G
It is checked directly that the first row is exact.2 We extend it to a free
X U  .  X .resolution F of M over R, and identify Ext M, M with H Hom F , IR R
via the canonical isomorphism.
Let mM: FX ª I be the chain map which on FX is the composition ofj 2
Ux m « with the embedding h: M ª I , and is trivial elsewhere. Thej 0
w M xcommutativity of the diagram implies that y m is the extension classj
M w xassociated with the exact sequence E , cf. 6, Sect. 7, No. 3, Defintion 1 .j
w xNow Bourbaki 6, Sect. 7, No. 6, Corollary 3 yields
left M right Nd g s yg ? ym and d g s ym ? g .  .j j j j
for g g ExtU M , N , .R
w xwhile 6, Sect. 7, No. 8, Corollaries 2 and 4 show that
right M left Ld t s ym ? t and d t s ym ? t .  .j j j j
for t g Tor R# L, M . .
On the other hand, lifting FX ª FX ª FX to homomorphisms of free2 1 0
Q-modules
Ä Ä­ ­2 1cG [ G ª G ª G0 2 1 0
Ä Ä k 2 . .  .  .with ­ s ­ and ­ g , . . . , g q g s  s g q ­ g , we see that1 1 2 1 c k 0 k
Eisenbud's operator t F
X
from Subsection 4.2 acts on FX by the formulaj 2
X XF M M R F . w x w xt  x m g q 1 m g s 1 m g . This implies m s h (« ( t . Asj k k k j j R M j
F X F X  . leftt s t by 3.2.1 , Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.7 yield x s d sj j j j
Uright right left R .  .yd on Ext M, N and x s d s yd on Tor# L, M .j R j j j
2 In fact, it represents the beginning of a free resolution of M over R, constructed from G
w xby Eisenbud 7 , but we shall not need the rest of it.
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5. APPLICATION
We extend the important finiteness result discussed in the Introduction
and its recent converse to Ext's of complexes of R-modules. We also
establish a new property of the cohomology operators}their primitivity.
For the first two subsections we keep the notation and hypothesis of
Subsection 2.1, and as in Proposition 3.3 denote by S the symmetric
 2 .algebra of the R-module Hom ara , R , graded by assigning to itsR
generators cohomological degree 2.
U  .5.1. Finiteness. The R-module Ext M, N is noetherian whenQ
n  .  .Ext M, N is noetherian over R or, equivalently, over Q for each n,Q
and vanishes for n c 0.
THEOREM. If M and N are complexes of R-modules, then the R-module
U  . U  .Ext M, N is noetherian if and only if the S-module Ext M, N isQ R
noetherian.
Comments in Place of Proof. Eisenbud's constructions of cohomology
operators e left, recalled in Subsection 4.2, can easily be extended toj
complexes, and the proof that they coincide with the cohomology opera-
U  .tors x carries over. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, we may consider Ext M, Nj R
as a module over the ring S of Eisenbud operators.
U  .If Ext M, N is noetherian over Q, then the spectral sequence argu-Q
w x U  .ment given in 2 for finiteness over S shows that Ext M, N is noethe-R
  .  .rian over S . If H M is bounded below and H N is bounded above, then
w xGulliksen's original proof of 8, Theorem 3.1 can also be applied, in view
.of Proposition 3.1.
U  .If M and N are Q-modules and Ext M, N is noetherian over R, thenR
w x U  .it is proved in 4, Theorem 4.2 that Ext M, N is noetherian over Q.Q
That argument only depends on the formal properties of the spectral
w xsequence of 4, Theorem 4.4 , whose construction works equally well for
complexes.
U  . U  .Let Z M denote the subalgebra of Ext M, M generated overR R
 .  .Rrann M : Hom M, M by the central elements of degree 2. FromR
Theorems 4.1 and 2.7 we get
U  .COROLLARY. If the Q-module Ext M, N is noetherian, then theQ
U  . U  . U  .Z M -Z N -bimodule Ext M, N is noetherian o¨er each ring.R R R
 .5.2. Primiti¨ ity. A DG algebra with divided powers or DG G-algebra
over R is a graded commutative DG R-algebra A with A s 0 for i F 0,i
equipped with maps A 2 a ¬ a i. g A , defined for all n G 1 and2 n 2 ni
w  .xi G 0, and satisfying some standard conditions, cf. e.g., 5, 1.3 . A G-
deri¨ ation is an R-linear map u : A ª A such that
< < < X <u aX Y X Y X Y  i.  iy1.u a a s u a a q y1 au a and u a s u a a . .  .  .  .  .  .
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Let S and T be DG G algebras over R. An extension of Tate's proce-
w xdure 10 of adjunction of G-variables to R factors the structure homomor-h  :phism R ª S as the composition of R ª E, where E s R X is a free
, wG-algebra over R, with a surjective quasi-isomorphism E ª S. By 5,
 .x R  .  .2.16 , Tor# S, T , H# E m T inherits a structure of G-algebra, whichR
is independent of the choice of E.
R  .THEOREM. On Tor# S, T the operator x is a G-deri¨ ation for 1 F j F c.j
Ä Ä Ä :Proof. Consider a graded G-algebra E s Q X , with X a new set of
divided power variables in bijective, in degree preserving correspondence
x l x with those of X. This correspondence extends to an isomorphism ofÄ
Ä h Ä XG-algebras E m R s E . For each x g X, choose in E an element xQ
X Ä .such that x m 1 s ­ x , and let ­ be the unique Q-linear G-derivation of
Ä Ä X Ä2 .E with ­ x s x . It is easy to see that ­ is a G-derivation.Ä
Ä Ä Ä2 .  .  . ÄFor each x g X there are e x g E such that ­ x s  x e x . Let tÄ Ä Ä Äj j j j j
Ä  .  .Äbe the unique Q-linear G-derivation of E such that t x s e x for allÄ Äj j
Ä Ä2 c ÄÄx s X. As ­ and  x t agree on the G-generators of the Q-algebra E,Ä js1 j j
Ä E Äthese two endomorphisms of E coincide. Thus, t s t m R is a G-de-j j Q
Ä E .rivation of E m R s E, and hence H t m T is a G-derivation ofjQ R
R  .Tor# S, T .
E .As x s H t m T by Proposition 3.2, this proves our assertion.j j R
n  .  .We say that g g Ext S, S is primiti¨ e if g tu s 0 whenever t gR
R . R  .   i..Tor S, S and u g Tor S, S with 0 - i - n, and g t s 0 for alli nyi
R  .t g Tor S, S with n ) 0 and i G 2. Primitives form a graded R-submod-2 n
U  . U  . 2 .  S . Sule Pr S : Ext S, S , and Pr S s Ker p , where p is the homo-R R R R R
morphism of R-modules
2S 2 R Rp : Ext S, S ª Hom Tor S, S , Tor S, S .  .  . .R R R 1 0
with p S g g s g ? t . .  .R
U  . U  .We denote P S the subalgebra of Ext S, S generated overR R
 .Rrann S by the central primiti¨ e elements of degree 2. The last theorem
and Corollary 5.1 yield
COROLLARY. If T is a DG G-algebra o¨er R and M is a complex of
U  . U  .R-modules such that Ext M, T is noetherian o¨er Q, then Ext M, T isQ R
U  .noetherian o¨er P T .R
5.3. CI-Dimension. Let R be a noetherian local ring with residue
field k.
A quasi-deformation of R is a diagram of homomorphisms R ª RX ¤ Q
of local rings, with R ª RX faithfully flat and RX ¤ Q surjective with
kernel generated by a regular sequence. An R-module M / 0 is said to
w xhave finite CI-dimension, cf. 4 , if R has a quasi-deformation such that
M m RX has finite projective dimension over Q.R
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THEOREM. If R is a local ring with residue field k and M is a finite
U  .R-module of finite CI-dimension, then the graded left module Ext M, k isR
U  . U  .finite o¨er the k-subalgebra P k : Ext k, k generated by the centralR R
primiti¨ e elements of degree 2.
X U  .Proof. We set S s k m R and make the identification Ext k, k m SRR k
U  . XXs Ext S, S through the canonical isomorphism due to the flatness of RR
over R. We have
ZU k m S s ZUX S .  .R Rk
since the center of a tensor product of algebras over a field is equal to the
tensor product of the centers of the factors. The flatness of RX also
R  . RX  .identifies Tor# k, k m S and Tor # S, S in a way compatible withk
products in Tor and the action of Ext, so
Pr k m S s Ker p k m S s Ker p SX s Pr X S .  . .  .R R R RR R
and we conclude that
PU k m S s PUX S . .  .R Rk
U  . U  X .XIdentifying Ext M, k m S with Ext M m R , S , and noting that byR Rk R
U  .XCorollary 5.2 the latter is a noetherian module over P S . We concludeR
U U .  .by flat descent that Ext M, k is noetherian over P k .R R
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